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Summary 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide House Minority Caucus members of the Special 

Committee on Government Oversight (SCOGO) a review of findings from the records produced by the 

Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services’ (DHSS) Medical Marijuana Division (MMD). The 

records were provided in response to SCOGO’s May 7, 2020, document production request, which was 

signed by every committee member.1 In addition, this memorandum discusses legal context pertaining to 

credible allegations of executive branch interference with in the committee’s oversight work.  

The allegations of executive branch interference in the committee’s work and the potential 

implications that raises are disturbing. Unfortunately, a careful and thorough review of the records 

provided to the committee raises other serious concerns. The records raise conflict of interest and other 

concerns with Veracious Compliance Solutions (Veracious), one-half of the blind scoring company Wise 

Health Solutions (WHS). These include the DHSS director’s connection to the head of Veracious shortly 

after the passage of Amendment 2, through at least one individual who later received multiple Missouri 

medical marijuana (MMJ) licenses. They also include a record in MMD’s possession containing a 

credible and specific assertion that Veracious had a vertically integrated consulting client in Missouri.  

These records prompt questions as to why DHSS officials have so far failed to disclose the 

matters within them to the committee. They become part of what is now a frustrating series of 

departmental obfuscations and obstructions in response to warranted concerns and questions about the 

state’s medical marijuana licensure process. Add to them DHSS’s waving away of entire portions of the 

legislative oversight committee’s records request with no justification or explanation provided, other than 

a scant four-sentence letter vaguely referencing constitutional applicant information privacy and attorney-

client exemptions that often appear blatantly inapplicable. Then, consider the false and misleading letter2 

sent by MMD to all applicants on Friday, Sept. 4, 2020, that inaccurately insinuated that routine legal 

discovery requests in three applicant appeals were instead a final frontier that, if crossed, would force 

                                                      
1 Appendix A – SCOGO May 7, 2020, Document Production Request. 
2 Appendix B – MMD Letter to All Applicants Regarding Pending Litigation. 
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public disclosure of all application contents. It is difficult to read it as anything other than a clarion call to 

applicants to join forces with the MMD against both litigants and legally-recognized transparency.  

The pattern of conduct across the executive branch speaks loudly. But, the problem is not that 

individuals who invested significant financial resources and time into their applications, expecting they 

would get a fair shake, took notice of inconsistencies and are questioning whether they did. The problem 

is not that their elected state representatives are stepping in to try to get those answers. The problem is not 

that scrutiny of these problems may also result in scrutiny of individuals in or who have beneficial 

relationships with the governor’s office. The problem is that there is evidence of problems with 

Missouri’s medical marijuana licensure process, but that the executive branch’s response is to go to 

increasingly inappropriate lengths to deny they exist and obstruct efforts to shine light on them. 

If at this point the legislature abandons its oversight efforts into the implementation of Missouri’s 

medical marijuana program, then it is complicit in this obstruction. Suggestions for additional committee 

document production requests, witnesses, and other matters for it to consider will be provided separately. 

Below is a listing of topics discussed within this memorandum in the sections that follow: 

1. DHSS’s undisclosed first connection to Mr. Westom in December 2018, at the request of a then-

leader in marijuana trade group MoCann Trade, who ultimately received several licenses; 

 

2. DHSS internal documents suggesting Veracious had at least one consulting client in Missouri at 

the time it bid upon and received the scoring contract; 

 

3. DHSS emails documenting procedural issues with application scoring, with unclear impact and 

resolution; 

 

4. DHSS’s withholding, pursuant to questionable justification, records requested by the House; 

 

5. The governor’s office involvement with developing medical marijuana bonus scoring rules and 

the Market Minimums study; and 

 

6. The legal framework surrounding allegations of executive branch interference in the committee’s 

medical marijuana oversight activities. 
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DHSS Introduction to Mr. Westom in December 2018  

Email records provided document the first connection between the company that would become 

WHS and DHSS, a connection which DHSS officials have not previously disclosed to the committee. In a 

sequence of emails3 in December 2018, shortly after Amendment 2’s passage, an individual in marijuana 

trade group MoCann Trade Association (MoCann) leadership, Mr. Jack Mitchell4, introduces DHSS 

Director Randall Williams to an individual who was involved in Nevada’s implementation of the 

marijuana licensure process, Ms. Rebecca Gasca. Several other individuals in MoCann leadership are 

copied on the exchange, including several who, like Mr. Mitchell, were involved in ventures that were 

ultimately fortunate to receive Missouri MMJ licenses.5 

Ms. Gasca replies to Mr. Mitchell’s email, informing Director Williams that she is following up 

on Mr. Mitchell’s request to connect the director to individuals who have successfully set up marijuana 

licensing programs. She also informs the director that she is responding to Mr. Mitchell’s request to 

connect the director to a person whose resume description is an exact match to that of Mr. Chad Warren 

Westom, head of Veracious.6 Director Williams brings another DHSS employee into this conversation, 

which ends on a note to schedule a call with Ms. Gasca. No further communications between Ms. Gasca, 

Director Williams, Mr. Westom, this employee, or any combination thereof are included in the records. 

The committee is entitled to question why Director Williams did not disclose to it this early 

connection to the individual whose company was selected to score applications. It is further justified in 

inquiring whether Mr. Westom was connected with any other DHSS officials earlier than has previously 

been shared with SCOGO, as well as the nature and timing of any such communications.  

                                                      
3 Appendix C - Introduction of Mr. Westom to Director Williams, through MoCann Leadership. 
4 Mr. Mitchell previously served on MoCann’s Board of Directors and was chair of its Governmental Affairs 

Committee at the time of this email. 
5 See Licensed Facilities, DHSS, available at https://health.mo.gov/safety/medical-marijuana/licensed-facilities.php. 

See also, e.g., Benchaabane, N., and Suntrup, J., Lawsuits, Troubled Business Pasts Plague Some Winners of 

Missouri Marijuana Business Licenses, St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Feb. 20, 2020), 

https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/marijuana/lawsuits-troubled-business-pasts-plague-some-winners-of-missouri-

marijuana-business-licenses/article_ad75116d-5cea-5d25-a20c-ad1b580e20fc.html. 
6 Appendix D – Westom Resume as Provided in WHS’ Missouri  

https://health.mo.gov/safety/medical-marijuana/licensed-facilities.php
https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/marijuana/lawsuits-troubled-business-pasts-plague-some-winners-of-missouri-marijuana-business-licenses/article_ad75116d-5cea-5d25-a20c-ad1b580e20fc.html
https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/marijuana/lawsuits-troubled-business-pasts-plague-some-winners-of-missouri-marijuana-business-licenses/article_ad75116d-5cea-5d25-a20c-ad1b580e20fc.html
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A Veracious Missouri Consulting Client  

Internal documents provided by DHSS show that it was made aware at some point a credible and 

specific assertion that, even after being awarded the blind scoring contract, Veracious had a vertically 

integrated consulting client in Missouri. In an undated scanned copy of an email dated Aug. 21, 20197, 

Ms. Beth Heidrich of the KindBio company emailed co-founder Mr. Kurt Heidrich to discuss the results 

of an Aug. 16, 2019, call between herself and Mr. Westom, regarding KindBio’s interest in having 

Veracious assist with its Missouri marijuana license application. In the email, Ms. Heidrich states the call 

occurred in response to an interest form she submitted through Veracious’ website on Aug. 15, 2019. 

Ms. Heidrich notes that she and Mr. Westom spoke for approximately 30 minutes concerning 

KindBio’s desire for assistance with their Missouri marijuana application. “During the call he mentioned 

other clients, specifically one in MO for which they were consulting for a vertical operation,” the email 

states. Then the email notes, “[h]e asked what state we were applying in (even though he must have 

known from my online inquiry). I said MO and he said there was a conflict of interest as he had just found 

out he was awarded the contract to score the MO applications.” 

At the time this phone call occurred, it had been more than a month since the RFP for the second 

round of bidding for Missouri’s blind application scoring contract opened on Jun. 28, 2019. It had been 

more than two weeks since WHS was given notice by the Office of Administration (OA) that its bid was 

still in contention, on Jul. 26, 20198, as part of the Best and Final Offer (BAFO) process where potentially 

acceptable bids are given the opportunity to reconsider and strengthen aspects of their proposals. Finally, 

this call occurred a week after the contract was awarded to WHS on Aug. 8, 2019.9 At the point Mr. 

Westom’s conversation with KindBio occurred, all involved in WHS would have been well aware of their 

obligation to avoid conflicts of interest, such as by simultaneously consulting for a vertically integrated 

marijuana client in Missouri while scoring marijuana licensure applications. 

                                                      
7 Appendix E – Veracious’ Missouri Consulting Client. 
8 Appendix F – WHS Bid Documents Reflecting Best and Final Offer and Award Dates. 
9 Appendix F – WHS Bid Documents Reflecting Best and Final Offer and Award Dates. 
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In the marijuana industry, a vertical operation is one which controls many or all components of 

the seed-to-sale process, from cultivation all the way through a product’s stocking on retail or medical 

shelves. The nature of Missouri’s MMJ licensure process would allow a vertical client like the one 

Veracious disclosed to both apply for and receive numerous licenses. It should be noted that Veracious, 

Oaksterdam, and WHS have consistently denied having any conflicts of interest relating to scoring 

Missouri marijuana licensure applications.  

MMD and DHSS have also consistently denied, including in testimony to the committee, having 

any basis for concern over WHS’ impartiality or potential conflicts of interest. However, this email was 

provided to SCOGO in documents identified as coming from MMD Deputy Director Moore’s records, 

and is part of a larger batch of undated documents including concerns raised by at least two anonymous 

individuals identified as “concerned prospective Missouri licensees.” In these, the individuals allege in 

detail conflicts of interest and other appearances of impropriety on the part of WHS.10  

Other records provided show Deputy Director Moore was proactive in several instances about 

preventing conflicts of interest and other perceptions of impropriety. These include an Oaksterdam 

request to be involved with the 2020 MoCann BizCon11 and a request from Director Fraker to grant a 

MoCann leadership member access to a licensees-only event as his “personal guest.”12 No records 

provided suggest an investigation or intervention pertaining to a Veracious client in Missouri occurred. 

These records raise questions as to when they were first brought to MMD’s attention, the extent 

of any efforts MMD undertook to investigate the allegations within them, and why the existence of such 

detailed allegations submitted by multiple individuals has not previously been disclosed. At this point, 

there is nothing to suggest any investigation into this has occurred. It would constitute gross negligence 

for SCOGO to not even attempt to ascertain the identity of this client, as well as whether Veracious 

consulted for any other Missouri licensure clients. 

  

                                                      
10 Appendix G – WHS Conflict-of-Interest Allegations from Concerned Prospective Licensees in MMD’s 

Possession. 
11 Appendix H – Oaksterdam MoCann Biz Con Potential Conflict of Interest. 
12 Appendix I – Director Fraker MoCann Guest Request. 
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Scoring Issues 

Records provided document issues which arose during the application scoring process. 

Unfortunately, little detail is included about these in reports WHS was obligated to provide in Section 

2.6.4 of the third party blind scoring RFP, on the status of its progress and key performance indicator 

reports. The first report was provided Oct. 4, 201913, and records indicate that eight weekly reports were 

subsequently provided to the MMD.14 They are barely one page in length and largely limited to the 

minimum RFP requirements: the number of applications and questions scored per facility type and the 

percentage of facility applications completed relative to due dates, and usually include a statement that 

WHS found no statistically significant variances in scoring. 

While other records lend some detail on these scoring issues, the committee would benefit from 

having more information from both MMD and WHS on how these arose and why certain issues remained 

persistent, as well as specific steps taken to mitigate or resolve them. An abbreviated timeline of issues of 

interest, referencing email records batched in sequential order in an appendix15, presenting what can 

currently be discerned about these issues from the records provided is below: 

 Sept. 21, 2019 

o MMD tells WHS, which is practicing scoring, that the only names which need to be 

redacted on applications are the names of applicant individuals and applicant 

facilities. 

 Sept. 23, 2019 

o MMD provides WHS with a list of applicant facility names, which is public 

information at that point, to use for WHS’ internal purposes of checking whether 

applicant identifying information has been appropriately redacted. 

                                                      
13 Appendix J - First Weekly WHS Report. 
14 Appendix K - Eight Weekly Reports. 
15 Appendix L - Scoring Issue Emails Referenced in Timeline. 
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o MMD tells WHS that scorers should not be provided access to this list, only the 

WHS executive team, and should instead bring their redaction concerns to the WHS 

executive team to ensure the integrity of scoring. 

 Oct. 14, 2019 

o WHS references recalled cultivation worksheets. 

 Oct. 15, 2019 

o WHS voices frustrations about ongoing issue with potential technology-related 

corruption of cultivation applications Batch 4 files. 

o MMD and WHS facilitate a recall of cultivation license worksheets from WHS. No 

detail is provided. 

o WHS tells MMD that no scores of 0 on the testing lab facility applications are the 

result of improper redaction of identifying information, but there are some scores of 0 

for cultivation facility applications for this reason. 

o MMD makes plans to discuss the redaction-related 0 scores issue with WHS. 

 Nov. 5, 2019 

o WHS emails MMD with examples of redaction issues arising with cultivation 

applications causing scorers to issue scores of 0. 

o MMD attempts to mitigate delayed WHS communication of issues pertaining to 

application information discrepancies and missing components of applications. 

 Nov. 6, 2019 

o MMD asks WHS for clarification as to whether redaction issues referenced in Nov. 5 

email are examples of situations where a scorer has given a score of 0 for an 

applicant’s perceived failure to properly redact identifying information. WHS 

confirms. 

o MMD tells WHS that “a majority of the issues listed is a particular misunderstanding 

of our rule. Specifically, where a business name appears, only the facility applicant 
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business name must be redacted – not parent companies or prior businesses or 

consultant businesses.”  

o MMD requests WHS implement a 3-prong approach to ensure scorers proper 

redaction protocol: 

 Clarify proper redaction procedure as stated by MMD with scorers. 

 Review each redaction-related zero for accuracy. 

 Provide MMD with a weekly redaction report identifying all redaction-

related scores of 0 (in addition to MMD’s stated expectation that WHS 

executive team will also internally review all redaction-related scores of 0). 

 Nov. 8, 2019 

o Internally, MMD expresses concern about whether WHS is using reports provided to 

WHS by MMD to use in assisting WHS in confirming that they have downloaded all 

application documents provided to them by MMD. 

 Nov. 15, 2019 

o WHS again references “resolving redaction issues” on the cultivation facility 

applications. 

 Nov. 16, 2019 

o WHS provides MMD a redaction report per MMD’s Nov. 6 request and information 

about steps it is taking with scorers on the redaction issue; this appears to be the only 

redaction report in the records provided. 

o WHS states they have asked graders to log redaction issues and provided graders 

with a link to an updated WHS scorer’s manual.  

 Nov. 18, 2019 

o MMD makes corrections to redactions identified by WHS scorers in the Nov. 16 

redaction report provided by WHS. 

 Nov. 19, 2019 
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o MMD identifies a cultivation app that “fell through the cracks” and passes on to 

WHS for scoring. 

 Nov. 25, 2019 

o WHS tells MMD that it has completed scoring cultivation applications. Response 

indicates scorers continued to have redaction scoring issues and that WHS engaged 

with them as it felt was necessary. 

 Nov. 26, 2019 

o MMD raises concern with WHS about two issues: a discrepancy in the number of 

cultivation applications MMD was expecting and that WHS sent (WHS sent a 

smaller amount), and that MMD had identified the presence of broken formulas in 

scoring worksheets. 

 Nov. 30, 2019 

o WHS replies to the discrepancy and formula issues raised in the Nov. 26 email 

stating both have been resolved. 

o WHS provides detailed information regarding the cause and resolution of the 

discrepancies in the cultivation application numbers, but little information regarding 

the cause or resolution of the broken spreadsheet formulas.  

 Dec. 15, 2019  

o WHS emails MMD to say the manufacturer applications scoring is complete. Email 

indicates that redaction scoring issues continued and WHS engaged with scorers on 

this as it felt was necessary. 

 Dec. 16, 2019 

o WHS emails MMD to say dispensary application scoring is complete. Email 

indicates that redaction scoring issues continued and WHS engaged with scorers on 

this as it felt necessary. 
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The records indicate MMD was both proactive and responsive in identifying and mitigating 

issues which arose during the scoring process. Questions remain, however, on why redaction-related 

scoring issues persisted throughout the scoring of different application types, what oversight existed over 

those, and if that oversight was done by both MMD and WHS or if at some point it was transferred to be 

conducted by WHS’ executive leadership. Information from WHS on why and to what extent these issues 

remained ongoing, and the specific steps WHS used to prevent and rectify them, is also of interest. 

The committee should also ask about the cause and resolution of the broken scoring formulas in 

the scoring sheets. As stated in the above sections, scant detail is provided in the records as to the origin 

of the issue, what all was impacted by it, and how this issue was resolved. It is also unclear from the 

records provided whether this was an issue that impacted only one type of application scoring sheet or 

multiple types.  
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Withheld Documents 

The manner in which DHSS justifies withholding certain requests from the committee in response 

to its May 7, 2020, document production request is striking. The explanatory letter provided to the 

SCOGO Chairman by Director Williams16 to accompany the document production is a four-sentence, 

blanket assertion of Article XIV of the Missouri Constitution, which “maintain[s] the confidentiality of 

[certain kinds of] reports or other information obtained from an applicant or licensee,” and attorney-client 

privilege. Unfortunately, a comparison of records requested and received, then stood up against the 

asserted exemptions, suggests this is another example of obstructing lawful access to medical marijuana 

implementation information. 

Pursuant to Missouri open records law, the department should have provided at least a general 

accounting of what it decided to withhold, in a manner sufficient to allow the committee to determine 

compliance with its request.17 It should also have attempted to redact or otherwise segregate confidential 

information whenever possible.18 Unfortunately, it did neither. Fortunately, a comparison of the request 

and response makes apparent what files the department would rather not share, and that the exemptions it 

seeks to assert for that purpose are in many instances are at best blatantly inapplicable and at worst would 

be indicative of troubling conduct. 

A brief explanation of the formats of both the committee’s request and department’s response is 

instructive. SCOGO’s request19 had the following format: under titles indicating a request focus area, 

specific requests were numbered 1, 2, and so on. The files in the production given to the committee have 

the following format: the word “Produce” next to the name of a SCOGO request focus area, and the 

number of the specific request to which that batch of files corresponds. For example: the “Department 

Meetings” focus area had four requests, and the files produced are labeled “Produce – 

DepartmentMeetings1,” “Produce – DepartmentMeetings2,” and so on. 

                                                      
16 Appendix M – Records Request Response Letter to Chairman. 
17 For each instance where an entire record is determined to be closed pursuant to 610.021, custodians of records 

must provide the grounds for this determination pursuant to 610.023.4, RSMo, and also “generally describe the 

material exempted” pursuant to RSMO 610.024.2. 
18 610.024.1, RSMo. 
19 Appendix A – SCOGO May 7, 2020, Document Production Request. 
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There were no requests for which DHSS stated it was unable to locate responsive records, only 

that the department “attempted to provide every relevant document responsive” and withheld records 

pursuant to those two exemptions. SCOGO’s requests can thus be compared to the corresponding 

responses to form a picture of what was and was not given to the committee. Doing so raises some 

eyebrows. Take, for example, the very first example of an item on the committee’s request list that the 

department is attempting to prevent disclosure of, request number four from the “Hiring of Director 

Fraker and Deputy Director Amy Moore” focus area: 

 

4. All emails and document records of Randall Williams, Adam Crumbliss, or Richard Moore 

discussing the hiring of Lyndall Fraker with Robert Knodell anytime between November 6, 2018, 

and his start date of January 2, 2019.  

 

During SCOGO’s February hearings, Directors Williams and Fraker told the committee that 

Director Fraker was contacted about the MMD job by both Director Williams and Mr. Robert Knodell, 

who serves as the Governor’s Deputy Chief of Staff. Further, they testified that Mr. Adam Crumbliss, the 

Director of the DHSS Division of Community and Public Health, was also part of these hiring 

conversations. DHSS provided records for request numbers one, two, and three under this “Hiring” focus 

area, including a for to provide correspondence regarding the hiring of Deputy Director Moore. Among 

the records provided are those in which Director Williams, Director Crumbliss, and DHSS counsel 

Richard Moore, all parties involved in request number four are copied.20 Yet, the department tells the 

committee that when it comes to request number four, it cannot provide records pertaining to the same 

three individuals, with the addition of Mr. Knodell.  

This makes no logical sense. It makes less sense when considering the exemptions the department 

claims may apply here: attorney-client privilege and confidential applicant or licensee information. 

                                                      
20 Appendix N – Example of Correspondence Provided Where Director Williams, Director Crumbliss, Mr. Moore 

Discuss Hiring of Deputy Director Moore. 
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Regarding attorney-client privilege, the wording of the records request makes clear that Mr. Knodell must 

be a part of any such communications. Mr. Knodell has no special legal privilege with DHSS or its 

counsel, and his presence in any communications which might otherwise be privileged would likely chip 

away at, if not destroy, that privilege. Add to the inconsistency that the department even provided records 

to the committee of discussions between its counsel and governor’s office counsel, where governor’s 

office staff were also participants, and this was not deemed attorney-client privilege.21 The application of 

this exemption is spotty if not suspect. 

Considering the second possibility, that the department is asserting a confidential applicant or 

licensee information exemption, does not put the department in a better position. For that exemption to 

apply to this specific request, it would need to be true that communications between DHSS leadership and 

the governor’s deputy chief of staff regarding the hiring of the MMD Director involved discussion of 

individuals or companies that later applied for or were otherwise part of an application for MMJ 

licensure. That would be outrageous and egregious, if it is true that is the exemption being asserted. 

At a minimum, SCOGO’s committee members are entitled to an explanation from the department 

as to what requested records were withheld and the legal justification for the records. They are also 

entitled to any non-confidential records which can be segregated. In addition to open records law, the 

committee may also want to be mindful of statutes pertaining to tampering with public records. In some 

circumstances, prevention of access to records is a criminal act,22 such as when a person, acting with the 

purpose of impairing the availability of a public record, and knowing they do not have the authority to do 

so, suppresses or conceals it.23 Importantly and necessarily, this section recognizes and protects the 

attorneys and other custodians of records who use best efforts to appropriately make public records 

available, protect confidential information, or withhold or redact records under law.   

                                                      
21 See, e.g., Appendix P - Governor’s Office Involvement, Draft Bonus Points Rules; Appendix Q - Governor’s 

Office Involvement, Finalizing Bonus Points Rules.  
22 575.110, RSMo. 
23 575.110.1(2), RSMo. 
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Governor’s Office Involvement in Scoring Regulations and Market Study 

Email records document unique opportunities the governor’s office had to weigh in on two 

influential components of the MMJ program: the development of application scoring rules, including 

bonus points, and the Market Minimums report later used to justify capping the number of MMJ licenses 

issued. At the outset, it should be stated that it is not at all unusual for a governor’s office to be apprised 

of rulemaking developments within its administration. Further, Missouri Executive Order 17-03 requires 

approval of the governor’s office before any state agency may “release proposed regulations for notice 

and comment, amend existing regulations, or adopt new regulations.”24 There is also nothing untoward 

about different government entities collaborating to achieve programmatic goals, particularly time-

sensitive goals, as was the case with the constitutional deadlines for MMJ regulations.  

What is notable about these instances is that they reflect an apparent deviation from MMD’s 

commendable practice of seeking input from a group of stakeholder departments with relevant experience 

across the executive branch.25 The governor’s office twice had unique opportunities to review advance 

information and help shape matters that ultimately proved influential to the licensure process and its 

outcomes. It is entirely possible that the reason the department limited the audience which had advance 

knowledge of these influential matters was in an effort to protect their confidentiality, and MMD officials 

should be afforded the opportunity to speak on that. 

 The committee should also have the opportunity to ask them why. It may also want to ask which 

staff in the governor’s office had access to this advance information, and whether the office had policies 

in place to ensure it was not shared or discussed outside of necessary staff. Finally, it is appropriate to 

note that an individual appearing in these records currently serves as House Majority counsel. However, 

at no point has she been involved in SCOGO’s MMJ oversight efforts.  

Application Scoring Regulations 

DHSS engaged in a series of rulemakings across a five-month period in 2019 to meet the 

constitutional deadline for finalizing MMJ rules by Jun. 4, 2019. Records show that on Mar. 5, 2019, 

                                                      
24 See Executive Order 17-03 (2017), available at https://www.sos.mo.gov/library/reference/orders/2017/eo3. 
25 Appendix O – Executive Branch Stakeholders MMD Contacted for Feedback on Proposed MMJ Matters. 

https://www.sos.mo.gov/library/reference/orders/2017/eo3
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DHSS counsel emailed counsel in the governor’s office, the Division of Social Services (DSS), the Office 

of Administration (OA), the Department of Public Safety (DPS), the Department of Revenue (DOR), and 

the Department of Natural Resources (DNR).26 The email informed them that their department “has been 

identified by the DHSS as an entity which should have the opportunity to review draft medical marijuana 

rules before finalizing our draft and releasing the drafts to the public.” These drafts were subsequently 

shared with the attorney general’s office, which gave a brief reply on Mar. 15, 2019 that the draft rules 

“appear to contain language generally in line with” the constitutional MMJ language and that the office 

did not do a “line-by-line comparison.” 

On Mar. 18, 2019, DHSS counsel again emailed the attorney general’s office, this time to seek 

the office’s opinion on the legality of the department’s idea to offer a scoring bonus incentive to 

applicants to encourage them to locate throughout a congressional district. On Mar. 19, 2019, DHSS 

counsel shared draft scoring bonus points rules with governor’s office counsel to get feedback, clarifying 

that it was “not planning to send this piece out to the normal stakeholders as this is limited to scoring.”27 

The records provided indicate that counsel and at least one other member of the governor’s office staff 

participated in a subsequent conversation regarding these draft rules with the MMD by phone.  

On May 17, 2019, DHSS counsel emailed the governor’s counsel for feedback on its final draft of 

scoring rules, including bonus points, and sent a follow up email with additional changes to those sections 

to other governor’s staff on May 22, 2019.28 As with the draft proposed scoring regulations, no records 

provided show that stakeholder or other departments were provided a similar opportunity to give 

feedback. The emails indicate that at least one member of the governor’s office staff provided feedback to 

DHSS on May 23, 2019. The final rules were submitted by DHSS the next day, on May 24, 2019.29 

The Market Minimums Study 

 Records produced suggest that the governor’s office was also the only entity in the group of 

stakeholders afforded the opportunity to provide feedback on what has become colloquially referred to as 

                                                      
26 Appendix O – Executive Branch Stakeholders MMD Contacted for Feedback on Proposed MMJ Matters. 
27 Appendix P - Governor’s Office Involvement, Draft Bonus Points Rules. 
28 Appendix Q - Governor’s Office Involvement, Finalizing Bonus Points Rules. 
29 See Rules, DHSS, available at https://health.mo.gov/safety/medical-marijuana/rules.php.  

https://health.mo.gov/safety/medical-marijuana/rules.php
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the Market Minimums Study.30 This study was commissioned by the MMD, and officials have previously 

testified to SCOGO that its purpose was to help determine the market demand for MMJ in Missouri in the 

early years of program implementation. Officials also testified that the study influenced MMD’s decision 

to not grant licenses to every facility applicant that met the minimum constitutional requirements.  

 As of Monday, Sept. 8, 2020, MMD stated that it has approved 61,542 patient and caregiver 

applications31, far in excess of the study’s projections that “the number of Missouri qualified patients will 

be approximately 19,000 in 2020, 22,500 in 2021, and 26,000 in 2022.”32 These market demand 

projections were in turn used by the study to “project the aggregate quantity needed,” which in turn it 

used to project the number of cultivators, infused-product manufacturers, and dispensaries needed to 

serve them. The study and its conclusions have drawn criticism from committee members, backers of 

Amendment 2, and industry advocates.33 

Records show that the governor’s office was, on Apr. 3, 2019, provided the draft report with the 

invitation to share “thoughts and concerns” on its conclusions, two days prior to its release on the 

department’s website, on April 5, 2019.34 As with the scoring bonus points, no other stakeholders from 

the cross-departmental group appear to have been extended the opportunity to provide input on its 

findings. It is also unclear what suggestions the governor’s office may have provided on this study and 

which staff may have provided those. No records provided lend detail as to what particular expertise the 

governor’s office possessed in assessing the supply and demand for the Missouri MMJ market.  

                                                      
30 Haslag, Joe, et. al., Missouri’s Medical Marijuana Market: An Economic Analysis of Consumers, Producers, and 

Sellers, available at https://health.mo.gov/safety/medical-marijuana/pdf/mu-market-study.pdf.  
31 Gamm, Joe, Availability of Medical Marijuana in Missouri Expected Soon, Fulton Sun (Sep. 8, 2020), available at 

https://www.fultonsun.com/news/local/story/2020/sep/08/availability-medical-marijuana-missouri-expected-

soon/840546/.  
32 Appendix R – Key Findings, Market Minimums Report. 
33 See, e.g., Marso, Andy, How Many Missourians Want Medical Marijuana? No One’s Sure, and That’s a Problem, 

Kansas City Star (Apr. 12, 2020), available at https://www.kansascity.com/news/business/health-

care/article229080764.html.   
34 Appendix S – Governor’s Office Involvement, Market Minimums Study. 

https://health.mo.gov/safety/medical-marijuana/pdf/mu-market-study.pdf
https://www.fultonsun.com/news/local/story/2020/sep/08/availability-medical-marijuana-missouri-expected-soon/840546/
https://www.fultonsun.com/news/local/story/2020/sep/08/availability-medical-marijuana-missouri-expected-soon/840546/
https://www.kansascity.com/news/business/health-care/article229080764.html
https://www.kansascity.com/news/business/health-care/article229080764.html
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Allegations of Executive Branch Interference in SCOGO’s Investigation 

The oversight power of the Missouri General Assembly over the Missouri executive branch is not 

in question. The Missouri Supreme Court has recognized that “[o]ne exercise of legislative power is a 

request for information from the executive department”35, and the United States Supreme Court that “[t]he 

power of inquiry—with process to enforce it—is an essential and appropriate auxiliary to the legislative 

function.”36 SCOGO was created in 2019 for the specific purpose of providing legislative oversight over 

policy implementation conducted by the executive branch and its departments. 

Beginning May 2020, credible allegations emerged concerning executive branch interference in 

SCOGO’s MMJ oversight investigation. SCOGO’s submission of its May 7, 2020, document production 

request to the MMD is allegedly a significant motivating factor for this behavior. That request was the 

committee’s last official action, and asked the MMD to provide the committee with an array of records 

pertaining to questions raised through the committee’s hearings and other oversight work. This memo will 

refrain from disclosing details of these allegations as the committee has not yet had the opportunity to 

discuss them and any next steps which may be appropriate for it to take. 

In some circumstances, interference in legislative oversight investigations can cross the line from 

unethical to illegal, and the legal issues which it can raise are serious. Members may also want to take 

note of 21.430, RSMo., which states in relevant part that “[i]f any person, whether a member or not, 

disturbs the proceedings of any committee of either house, or is guilty of disorder in their presence, the 

house appointing the committee may punish the person as if the like offense were committed in the 

presence of the house.” While not extensively litigated, the question of whether this statute allows the 

Missouri House to punish acts of contempt committed against it, but not done in its presence or the 

presence of its committee “investigat[ing] matters within the scope of legislative duties” has previously 

been considered.37 In that instance, the court held that the House may hold individuals in contempt for 

                                                      
35 State Royal Ins. v. Dir. of Mo. Dept, 894 S.W.2d 159, 161 (Mo. 1995). 
36 McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 174–175 (1927). 
37 Lowe v. Summers, 69 Mo. App. 637, 657 (1897), considering whether a committee which had summoned a 

prosecuting attorney to answer properly-posed questions he had previously refused to answer could punish the 

attorney for refusal to obey the summons and show why he had refused to testify. The court held that, while the 
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acts done to “defeat, embarrass, or obstruct its proceedings,”38 whether or not they were committed within 

its presence or the presence of one of its committees.  

While that case addressed a failure to appear in front of a House committee pursuant to that 

committee’s summons, that act is by no means the only one which may be taken to “defeat, embarrass, or 

obstruct” a House committee’s proceedings. Intentional interference with a House committee because it is 

“pursuing a legitimate inquiry,” which includes a committee’s “questions asked…proper and germane to 

the objects of the investigation,”39 would almost certainly constitute what the Missouri Constitution 

contemplates as punishable “disrespect to the House.”40 There can be little doubt that such action occurs 

with the intent of defeating or obstructing House proceedings, and would subject such corrupt actors to 

contempt proceedings. 

Finally, members are advised to report any interference, threats, or retaliation they have 

experienced or may experience as a response to this oversight investigation to caucus staff, House 

counsel, or a regional Federal Bureau of Investigation office.41 

 

- End Memorandum - 

 

  

                                                      
attorney’s refusal to present to the committee was not done in the presence of the House, the attorney was still guilty 

of contempt. 
38 At the time, this provision was housed under Mo. Const. Art. 4, § 17. It currently exists under Art. 3, § 18. 
39 Lowe at 656-657. 
40 See Mo. Const. Art. 3, § 18, which gives the House powers of contempt including the power to “arrest and punish 

by fine not exceeding three hundred dollars, or imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding ten days, or both, any 

person not a member, who shall be guilty of disrespect to the house by any disorderly or contemptuous behavior in 

its presence during its sessions.” 
41 Members may find a listing of contact information for Missouri FBI offices in Appendix T – Contact Information 

for Missouri FBI Offices. 
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Appendix A – SCOGO May 7, 2020, Document Production Request 
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Appendix B – MMD Letter to All Applicants Regarding Pending Litigation 
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Appendix C - Introduction of Mr. Westom to Director Williams, through 

MoCann Leadership/License Recipient 

 

 

(email thread continued on following page) 
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(original introductory email, showing individuals cc’d on the initial communication) 
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Appendix D – Westom Resume as Provided in WHS’ Missouri Bid 
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Appendix E – Veracious’ Missouri Consulting Client 
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Appendix F – WHS Bid Documents Reflecting Best and Final Offer and 

Award Dates 
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Appendix G – WHS Conflict-of-Interest Allegations from Concerned 

Prospective Licensees in MMD’s Possession 
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Appendix H – Oaksterdam MoCann Biz Con Potential Conflict of Interest 
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Appendix I – Director Fraker MoCann Guest Request 
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Appendix J - First Weekly WHS Report 
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Appendix K - Eight Weekly Reports 
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Appendix L - Scoring Issue Emails Referenced in Timeline 
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Appendix M – Records Request Response Letter to Chairman 
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Appendix N – Example of Correspondence Provided Where Director 

Williams, Director Crumbliss, Mr. Moore Discuss Hiring of Deputy Director 

Moore 
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Appendix O – Executive Branch Stakeholders MMD Contacted for Feedback 

on Proposed MMJ Matters 
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Appendix P - Governor’s Office Involvement, Draft Bonus Points Rules 
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Appendix Q - Governor’s Office Involvement, Finalizing Bonus Points Rules 
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Appendix R – Key Findings, Market Minimums Report 
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Appendix S – Governor’s Office Involvement, Market Minimums Study 
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Appendix T – Contact Information for Missouri FBI Offices 

 

Jefferson City Office 

305 E McCarty St # 200 

Jefferson City, MO 65101 

(573) 636-8814 

 

Kansas City Office 

1300 Summit Street 

Kansas City, MO 64105 

(816) 512-8200 

 

St. Louis Office 

2222 Market Street 

St. Louis, MO 63103 

(314) 589-2500 

 

 

 


